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Check out my YouTube link:

Hello Friends!

How is your 2012 going so far? Is it exciting, transformational, peaceful, joyful, blissful, at times or, is it
intense and stressful?

Mine’s all of the above. It’s been quite the ride with some huge changes – And we are only 10 weeks in!

What I have found for myself and others I’m working with right now, is that the energy demands us to take
the time to ‘connect’ with our selves. To let go of all that doesn’t serve us and allow our plan to be
revealed. If we don’t, we are all over the place, unfocused, sick, ungrounded and disconnected.

Everyone on the planet has a plan – our soul agreement. It includes our life’s purpose and our main
lessons. Our purpose is our deep passion and our lessons support our purpose. What we learn guides us
and gives us gifts of spiritual growth and awareness.

It is in those moments of learning that I find the most difficult. I know what I should be doing to get
connected but my ego is pulling me in the opposite direction.

2012 is a magnificent year of transformation. I will be doing all I can to let go of trying to control it and
simply allow my plan to be revealed to me. I can only do this through being connected.

I invite you to get connected this year. Check out my events, which may help you. If you are ready to tap
into this immense energy and for your own magnificent transformation then consider my new Bright Shiny
Soul Program. I guide you to reconnect to your soul, intuition and team of angels and guides, to heal and
to reveal the true you and to shine brightly, even through your challenges.

March 2012

Angelic Audience Healings/Readings
at Utopia, North Vancouver,
Wednesday, March 21, 7 - 9:00PM.
Join Rachel, an International Intuitive Healer,
Spiritual Channel/Coach, certified Medium and
Angel Therapy Practitioner® for an inspiring,
empowering and fascinating evening of healing
and revealing with the spiritual realm.

Rachel uses her authentic psychic and healing
gifts, including clairvoyance, to channel Source,
Archangels, Ascended Masters and guides
creating space for you to reconnect, reveal and
renew. She channels loving messages and
healing energy so you can shine as brightly as
you choose to.

For more details, please visit our events page.

Angelic Audience Healings/Readings
at Utopia, North Vancouver,
Wednesday, April 18, 7 - 9:00PM.
Join Rachel, an International Intuitive Healer,
Spiritual Channel/Coach, certified Medium and
Angel Therapy Practitioner® for an inspiring,
empowering and fascinating evening of healing
and revealing with the spiritual realm.

Rachel uses her authentic psychic and healing
gifts, including clairvoyance, to channel Source,
Archangels, Ascended Masters and guides
creating space for you to reconnect, reveal and
renew. She channels loving messages and
healing energy so you can shine as brightly as
you choose to.

For more details, please visit our events page.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sV8hzsv96vE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sV8hzsv96vE
http://www.rachelintuitivehealer.com/eventsworkshops.html
http://www.rachelintuitivehealer.com/eventsworkshops.html


With love, light and peace 
Rachel

Bright Shiny Soul: Because We Are
One, Utopia, North Vancouver, starts
Thursday, 05 April - 03 May 2012, 7pm
- 9:30pm
Reconnect, reveal, renew and rock this world.
Say hi to your soul, because no matter who you
are, you have one.

Join Rachel, an International Intuitive Healer,
Spiritual Channel/Coach, certified Medium and
Angel Therapy Practitioner® for a fun, deep,
inspiring and transformational weekly Program.

Each week for five weeks, Rachel will guide you
through a meditation and principals inviting you
to practise and meditate on them at home so
you can live the life you want and shine as
brightly as you choose to.

Includes one Intuitive Healing with Rachel,
Angelic Audience Healings/Readings and
certificate.

principle one - Yes! You have a soul, angels,
guides and intuition

principle two - Into the Deep: Revealing the true
you. Your constructed story vs. your authentic
one

principle three - Shadow Busting: Finding the
gifts in the challenges

principle four - The F Word and S
Word......Forgiveness and Surrender

principle five - Miracles happen! How to attract
them and notice them

principle six - Now What? Daily tools for
angelic/spiritual connection and shining brighter
and rocking harder

For more details, please visit our events page.

http://www.rachelintuitivehealer.com/eventsworkshops.html
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